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ABSTRACT
Direct torque control (DTC) of an induction motor fed by a
voltage source inverter is a simple scheme that does not need long computation time and can
be implanted without mechanical speed sensors and is insensitive to parameter variations. In
principle, the motor terminal voltages and currents are sampled and used to estimate the motor
flux and torque. Based on estimates of the flux position and the instantaneous errors in torque
and stator flux magnitude, a voltage vector is selected to restrict the torque and the flux errors
within their respective torque and flux hysteresis bands.
In the conventional DTC, the selected voltage vector is
applied for the whole switching period regardless of the magnitude of the torque error. This
can result in high torque ripple. A better drive performance can be achieved by varying the
duty ratio of the selected voltage vector during each switching period according to the
magnitude of the torque error and position of the stator flux. A duty ratio control scheme for
an inverter-fed induction machine using DTC method is presented in this thesis. The use of
the duty ratio control resulted in improved steady state torque response, with less torque
ripple than the conventional DTC. Fuzzy logic control was used to implement the duty ratio
controller. The effectiveness of the duty ratio method was verified by simulation using
MATLAB/SIMULINK®.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Historical Review
Features of Direct Torque Control
Statement of Problem
Overview of Thesis

INTRODUCTION

1.1 .HISTORICAL REVIEW:
The history of electrical motors goes back as far as 1820, when
Hans Christian Oersted discovered the magnetic effect of an electric current. One year later,
Michael Faraday discovered the electromagnetic rotation and built the first primitive D.C.
motor. Faraday went on to discover electromagnetic induction in 1831, but it was not until
1883 that Tesla invented the A.C asynchronous motor [2]. Currently, the main types of
electric motors are still the same, DC, AC asynchronous and Synchronous, all based on
Oersted. Faraday and Tesla's theories developed and discovered more than a hundred years
ago.
Before the introduction of micro-controllers and high switching
frequency semiconductor devices, variable speed actuators were dominated by DC motors.
Today, using modern high switching frequency power converters controlled by microcontrollers, the frequency, phase and magnitude of the input to an AC motor can be changed
and hence the motor’s speed and torque can be controlled. AC motors combined with their
drives have replaced DC motors in industrial applications due to their lower cost, better
reliability, lower weight, and reduced maintenance requirement. Squirrel cage Induction
motors are more widely used than all the rest of the electric motors put together as they have
all the advantages of AC motors and they are easy to build [2].
The main advantage is that induction motors do not require an
electrical connection between stationary and rotating parts of the motor. Therefore, they do
not need any mechanical commutator (brushes), leading to the fact that they are maintenance
free motors. Induction motors also have low weight and inertia, high efficiency and a high
overload capability. Therefore, they are cheaper and more robust, and less proves to any
failure at high speeds. Furthermore, the motor can work in explosive environments because
no sparks are produced. Taking into account all the advantages outlined above, induction
motors must be considered the perfect electrical to mechanical energy converter. However,
mechanical energy is more than often required at variable speeds, where the speed control
system is not a trivial matter.
The only effective way of producing an infinitely variable
induction motor speed drive is to supply the induction motor with three phase voltages of
variable frequency and variable amplitude. A variable frequency is required because the rotor
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speed depends on the speed of the rotating magnetic field provided by the stator. A variable
voltage is required because the motor impedance reduces at low frequencies and
consequently the current has to be limited by means of reducing the supply voltages [3] [4]
[5]. Before the days of power electronics, a limited speed control of induction motor was
achieved by switching the three-stator windings from delta connection to star connection,
allowing the voltage at the motor windings to be reduced. Induction motors are also available
with more than three stator windings to allow a change of the number of pole pairs. However,
a motor with several windings is more expensive because more than three connections to the
motor are needed and only certain discrete speeds are available.
Another alternative method of speed control can be realized by
means of a wound rotor induction motor, where the rotor winding ends are brought out to slip
rings. However, this method obviously removes most of the advantages of induction motors
and it also introduces additional losses. By connecting resistors or reactance in series with the
stator windings of the induction motors, poor performance is achieved.
With the enormous advances made in semiconductor technology
during the last 20 years, the required conditions for developing a proper induction motor
drive are present. These conditions can be divided mainly in two groups:
•

The decreasing cost and improved performance in power electronic switching
devices.[5]

•

The possibility of implementing complex algorithms in the new microprocessors.

However, one precondition had to be made, which was the development of suitable methods
to control the speed of induction motors, because in contrast to its mechanical simplicity their
complexity regarding their mathematical structure (multivariable and non-linear) is not a
trivial matter.
Historically, several general controllers have been developed:
1.1.1 .Scalar controllers:
Despite the fact that "Voltage-Frequency" (V/f) is the simplest
controller, it is the most widespread, being in the majority of the industrial applications. It is
known as a scalar control and acts by imposing a constant relation between voltage and
frequency. The structure is very simple and it is normally used without speed feedback.
However, this controller doesn’t achieve a good accuracy in both speed and torque responses,
mainly due to the fact that the stator flux and the torque are not directly controlled. Even
though, as long as the parameters are identified, the accuracy in the speed can be 2% (except
in a very low speed), and the dynamic response can be approximately around 50ms [6].
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1.1.2. Vector Controllers:
In these types of controllers, there are control loops for controlling
both the torque and the flux [BOS 1]. The most widespread controllers of this type are the
ones that use vector transform such as either Park or Ku [3]. Its accuracy can reach values
such as 0.5% regarding the speed and 2% regarding the torque, even when at stand still. The
main disadvantages are the huge computational capability required and the compulsory good
identification of the motor parameters [7] [8] [9].
1.1.3. Field Acceleration method:
This method is based on maintaining the amplitude and the phase of
the stator current constant, while avoiding electromagnetic transients. Therefore, the
equations used can be simplified saving the vector transformation, which occurs in vector
controllers. This technique has achieved some computational reduction, thus overcoming the
main problem with vector controllers and allowing this method to become an important
alternative to vector controllers [10] [11] [12].
Fig. 1.1 shows a block diagram of an AC motor drive system
[4]. A single-phase or three-phase AC power supply and an AC/DC converter provide a DC
input to an inverter. A micro-controller decides the switching states for the inverter to control
the motor’s torque or speed. A sensing unit feeds back terminal values such as motor speed,
voltage and current to the micro-controller as needed for the closed-loop control of the motor.
Controllers used in AC motor drives are generally referred to as vector or field-oriented
controllers mentioned above.

AC/DC
converter

Control
signals

AC
MOTOR

INVETER

µ
CONTROLLER

LOAD

SENSING
UNIT

Fig 1.1.Block diagram for AC motor drive system
The field-oriented control methods are complex and sensitive to inaccuracy in the motor’s
parameter values. Therefore, in this field, a considerable research effort is devoted. The aim
being to find even simpler methods of speed control for induction machines. One method,
which is popular at the moment, is Direct Torque Control (DTC). This method has emerged
4

over the last decade to become one possible alternative to the well-known Vector Control of
Induction Machines. Its main characteristic is the good performance, obtaining results as
good as the classical vector control but with several advantages based on its simpler structure
and control diagram.

1.1 . FEATURES OF DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL :
DTC main features are as follows:
•

Direct control of flux and torque.

•

Indirect control of stator currents and voltages.

•

Approximately sinusoidal stator fluxes and stator currents.

•

High dynamic performance even at stand still.

The main advantages of DTC are:
•

Absence of co-ordinate transforms.

•

Absence of voltage modulator block, as well as other controllers such as PID for
motor flux and torque.

•

Minimal torque response time, even better than the vector controllers.

However, some disadvantages are also present such as:
•

Possible problems during starting.

•

Requirement of torque and flux estimators, implying the consequent parameters
identification.

•

Inherent torque and stator flux ripple.
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1.3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
A simplified variation of field orientation known as direct
torque control (DTC) was developed by Takahashi [1] and Depenbrock [13]. Fig. 1.2 shows a
DTC of an induction motor. In direct torque controlled induction motor drives, it is possible
to control directly the stator flux linkage and the electromagnetic torque by the selection of an
optimum inverter switching state. The selection of the switching state is made to restrict the
flux and the torque errors within their respective hysteresis bands and to obtain the fastest
torque response and highest efficiency at every instant. DTC is simpler than field-oriented
control and less dependent on the motor model, since the stator resistance value is the only
machine parameter used to estimate the stator flux.
One of the disadvantages of DTC is the high torque ripple. Under
constant load in steady state, an active switching state causes the torque to continue to
increase past its reference value until the end of the switching period. Then a zero voltage
vector is applied for the next switching period causing the torque to continue to decrease
below its reference value until the end of the switching period. That results in high torque

ψ ref

Tref

∆ψ

LOOKUP
TABLE

INVERTER

∆T
FLUX POSITION
CONTROL

ESTIMATION
OF TORQUE
AND FLUX

IM

LOAD

Fig 1.2.Direct torque control scheme

ripple as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). A possible solution to reduce the torque ripple is to use a high
switching frequency; however, that requires expensive processors and switching devices. A
less expensive solution is to use duty ratio control. In DTC with duty ratio control, the
6

selected voltage vector is applied for a part of the switching period rather than the complete
switching period as in conventional DTC.

(a) Conventional DTC

(b) DTC with duty ratio control
Fig 1.3 Effect of duty ratio control on torque ripple

7

By applying a nonzero voltage vector for only a portion of the switching period, and
the zero voltage vector for the remainder of the period, the effective switching frequency is
doubled. Therefore, over any single switching period, the torque variations above and below
the average value are smaller, as shown `in Fig. 1.3(b). Further, because the duty ratio is
controlled, the average stator voltage is adjusted directly. There is no need to make coarse
corrections by the use of multiple switching periods with a nonzero voltage vector or a whole
switching period with a zero voltage vector. The average phase voltage is adjusted more
smoothly, and the overall torque ripple is reduced.
The use of a duty ratio fuzzy controller is proposed in [3][14]. The theme
of this thesis is to verify by simulation that a DTC with a duty ratio fuzzy controller reduces
the torque ripple compared to conventional DTC.

8

1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS:
Chapter II gives a review of the induction motor modeling, and of the
field-oriented control methods and their limitations. A SIMULINK model is developed
for the induction machine model and simulated for three phasors to two phase
transformation of induction machine model.
Chapter III covers the fundamentals of the principle of DTC of induction
motors and methods to deal with DTC limitations on flux estimation accuracy are
discussed in detail. A SIMULINK model and MATLAB iterative technique programme
are used to simulate the conventional DTC of induction motor.
Chapter IV details the theory and introduction of fuzzy logic controller
used in the duty ratio controller used to minimize the torque ripple in DTC
Chapter V details the design of the duty ratio fuzzy controller used to
minimize the torque ripple in DTC. The fuzzy logic controller determines the duty ratio
according to torque and flux errors and flux position. SIMULINK/MATLAB is used to
simulate this DTC with duty ratio fuzzy control.
Chapter VI covers the results and discussion on comparison of
conventional DTC and fuzzy based DTC with duty ratio controller. The simulation results
are presented and compared to the theoretical values.
Chapter VII gives the summary, conclusions and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL
AND GENERALITIES
Equations of the Induction Motor Model
Space phasor Notation
Torque Expressions
SIMULINK model
Interim Conclusions

INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL AND GENERALITIES
2.1 – EQUATIONS OF THE INDUCTION MACHINE MODEL:
2.1.1 – Introduction:
A dynamic model of the machine subjected to control must be known in
order to understand and design vector controlled drives. Due to the fact that every good
control has to face any possible change of the plant, it could be said that the dynamic model
of the machine could be just a good approximation of the real plant. Nevertheless, the model
should incorporate all the important dynamic effects occurring during both steady-state and
transient operations. Furthermore, it should be valid for any changes in the inverter’s supply
such as voltages or currents [3] [4]. Such a model can be obtained by means of either the
space vector phasor theory or two-axis theory of electrical machines. Despite the
compactness and the simplicity of the space phasor theory, both methods are actually close
and both methods will be explained.
For simplicity, the induction motor considered will have the following assumptions:
•

Symmetrical two-pole, three phase windings.

•

The slotting effects are neglected.

•

The permeability of the iron parts is infinite.

•

The flux density is radial in the air gap.

•

Iron losses are neglected.

•

The stator and the rotor windings are simplified as a single, multi-turn full pitch coil
situated on the two sides of the air gap.

2.1. Cross section of elementary symmetrical three phase induction motor
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2.1.2 – Voltage equations.
The stator voltages will be formulated in this section from the
motor natural frame, which is the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator. In a similar
way, the rotor voltages will be formulated to the rotating frame fixed to the rotor. In the
stationary reference frame, the equations can be expressed as follows:

V sA = R s isA ( t ) +

V sB = R s isB ( t ) +

V sC = R s isC ( t ) +

dψ

sA

(t )

----------------------------- (2.1)

dt

dψ

sB

(t )

----------------------------- (2.2)

dt

dψ

sC

(t )

----------------------------- (2.3)

dt

Similar expressions can be obtained for the rotor:

VrA = Rr irA (t ) +

dψ rA (t )
dt

---------------------------- (2.4)

VrB = Rr irB (t ) +

dψ rB (t )
dt

----------------------------- (2.5)

VrC = Rr irC (t ) +

dψ rC (t )
dt

------------------------------ (2.6)

The instantaneous stator flux linkage values per phase can be expressed as:

ψ sA = Lsisa + MsisB + MsisC + Msr cosθmira + Msr cos(θm + 2π / 3)irb + Msr cos(θm + 4π / 3)irc
ψ sA = Msisa + LsisB + MsisC + Msr cos(θm + 4π / 3)ira + Msr cosθmirb + Msr cos(θm + 2π / 3)irc
ψ sA = Msisa + MsisB + LsisC + Msr cos(θm + 2π / 3)ira + Msr cos(θm + 4π / 3)irb + Msr cosθmirc
---------- (2.7)
In a similar way, the rotor flux linkages can be expressed as follows:

ψra = Msr cos(−θm)isA + Msr cos(−θm + 2π /3)isB + Msr cos(−θm + 4π /3)isC + Lir ra + Mir rb + Mir rc

ψrb = Msr cos(−θm +4π /3)isA + Msr cos(−θm)isB + Msr cos(−θm +2π /3)isC + Mir ra + Lir rb + Mir rc
ψrc = Msr cos(−θm + 2π /3)isA + Msr cos(−θm + 4π /3)isB + Msr cos(−θm )isC + Mrira + Mrirb + Lir rc
---------- (2.8)
Taking into account all the previous equations, and using the matrix notation in order to
compact all the expressions, the following expression is obtained:
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pMs
pMs
pMsr cosθm pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθml ⎤ ⎡isA ⎤
⎡VsA ⎤ ⎡ Rs + pLs
⎢V ⎥ ⎢ pM
Rs + pLs
pMs
pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθm pMsr cosθml ⎥ ⎢isB ⎥
sB
s
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
pMs
Rs + pLs
pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθm ⎥ ⎢isC ⎥
⎢VsC ⎥ ⎢ pMs
=
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
pMr
pMr
⎢Vra ⎥ ⎢ pMsr cosθm pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθml Rr + pLr
⎥ ⎢ira ⎥
⎢Vrb ⎥ ⎢ pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθm pMsr cosθml
pMr
Rr + pLr
pMr ⎥ ⎢irb ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
pMr
pMr
Rr + pLr ⎦ ⎣irc ⎦
⎣Vrc ⎦ ⎣ pMsr cosθm pMsr cosθml pMsr cosθm
--------- (2.9)
2.1.3 – Applying Park’s transform:
In order to reduce the expressions of the induction motor equation
voltages given in equation 2.1 to equation 2.6 and obtain constant coefficients in the
differential equations, the Park’s transform will be applied. Physically, it can be understood
as transforming the three windings of the induction motor to just two windings, as it is shown
in figure 2.2 [3].

2.2. Scheme of equivalent axis transformation
In the symmetrical three-phase machine, the direct- and the quadrature-axis stator magnitudes
are fictitious. The equivalencies for these direct (D) and quadrature (Q) magnitudes with the
magnitudes per phase are as follows:

⎡VsD ⎤ ⎡ cosθ cos(θ − 2π /3) cos(θ + 2π / 3) ⎤ ⎡VsA ⎤
⎢V ⎥ = c. ⎢−sinθ −sin(θ − 2π / 3) −sin(θ + 2π /3)⎥ . ⎢V ⎥
⎥ ⎢ sB ⎥
⎢ sQ ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢⎣VsC ⎥⎦
⎢⎣Vs0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
⎦
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--------------------- (2.10)

⎡
cos θ
− sin θ
1/ 2 ⎤ ⎡V ⎤
⎡VsA ⎤
sD
⎢
⎥
⎢V ⎥ = c. cos(θ − 2π / 3) − sin(θ − 2π / 3) 1/ 2 . ⎢V ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ sQ ⎥
⎢ sB ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢V ⎥
⎢⎣VsC ⎥⎦
cos(
θ
+
2
π
/
3)
−
sin(
θ
+
2
π
/
3)
1/
2
⎥⎦ ⎣ s 0 ⎦
⎣⎢

----------------- (2.11)

Where "c" is a constant that can take either the values 2/3 or 1 for the so-called non-power
invariant form or the value

2 / 3 for the power-invariant form as it is explained in section

2.3.3. These previous equations can be applied as well for any other magnitudes such as
currents and fluxes. Notice how the expression 2.9 can be simplified into a much smaller
expression in 2.12 by means of applying the mentioned Park's transform.

−Ls pθs
−Lm (P.wm + pθr ⎤ ⎡isD ⎤
pLm
⎡VsD ⎤ ⎡ Rs + pLs
⎢V ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢i ⎥
θ
+
(
.
+
θ
)
L
p
R
pL
L
P
w
p
pL
sQ
s
s
s
s
m
m
r
m
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥ . ⎢ sQ ⎥
⎢Vrα ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢irα ⎥
−Lm ( pθs − P.wm )
−Lr pθr
pLm
Rr + pLr
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
pLm
Lr pθr
Rr + pLr ⎦ ⎢⎣irβ ⎥⎦
⎢⎣Vrβ ⎥⎦ ⎣Lm ( pθs − P.wm )
--------- (2.12)
where Ls=Ls-Lm, Lr=Lr-Lm and Lm =

3
M sr .
2

--------- (2.13)

2.1.4 – Voltage matrix equations:

If the matrix expression 2.12 is simplified, new matrixes are obtained as shown in equations
2.1.4.1 – Fixed to the stator.
It means that w

s

= 0 and consequently w r = -w m .

pLm
0
0 ⎤ ⎡isD ⎤
⎡VsD ⎤ ⎡ Rs + pLs
⎢V ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢ ⎥
pLm ⎥ isQ
0
Rs + pLs
sQ
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎥. ⎢ ⎥
⎢Vrd ⎥ ⎢ pLm
P.wm Lm Rr + pLr P.wm Lr ⎥ ⎢ird ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
pLm
−P.wm Lr Rr + pLr ⎦ ⎣irq ⎦
⎣Vrq ⎦ ⎣−P.wm Lm
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--------- (2.14)

2.1.4.2 – Fixed to the rotor.
It means that wr = 0 and consequently ws = wm.

pLm
⎡VsD ⎤ ⎡ Rs + pLs − Ls P.wm
⎢V ⎥ ⎢ L P.w
Rs + pLs Lm P.wm
⎢ sQ ⎥ = ⎢ s m
⎢Vrd ⎥ ⎢ pLm
Rr + pLr
0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
pLm
0
⎣Vrq ⎦ ⎣ 0

− Lm P.wm ⎤ ⎡isD ⎤

⎥ ⎢i ⎥
⎥ . ⎢ sQ ⎥
0
⎥ ⎢ird ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
Rr + pLr ⎦ ⎣ irq ⎦
pLm

--------- (2.15)

2.1.4.3 – Fixed to the synchronism.
It means that wr = s.ws.

⎡VsD ⎤ ⎡ Rs + pLs
⎢V ⎥ ⎢ L w
⎢ sQ ⎥ = ⎢ s s
⎢Vrd ⎥ ⎢ pLm
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣Vrq ⎦ ⎣ Lm s.ws

− Ls ws

pLm

Rs + pLs
− Lm s.ws

Lm P.ws
Rr + pLr

pLm

Lr sws

⎤ ⎡isD ⎤
⎢ ⎥
pLm ⎥ isQ
⎥.⎢ ⎥
− Lr sws ⎥ ⎢ ird ⎥
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
Rr + pLr ⎦ ⎣ irq ⎦
− Lm ws
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--------- (2.16)

2.2. SPACE PHASOR NOTATION:
2.2.1 – Introduction.

Space phasor notation allows the transformation of the natural
instantaneous values of a three phase system onto a complex plane located in the cross
section of the motor. In this plane, the space phasor rotate with an angular speed equal to the
angular frequency of the three phase supply system. A space phasor rotating with the same
angular speed, for example, can describe the rotating magnetic field. Moreover, in the special
case of the steady state, where the supply voltage is sinusoidal and symmetric, the space
phasor become equal to three-phase voltage phasors, allowing the analysis in terms of
complex algebra. It is shown in figure 2.3 the equivalent schematic for this new model. In
order to transform the induction motor model, in natural co-ordinates, into its equivalent
space phasor form, the 120º operator is introduced:

a = e j 2π / 3 , a 2 = e j 4π / 3

--------- (2.17)

Fig 2.3 Space phasor representation of three phase quantities
Thus, the current stator space phasor can be expressed as follows:

i s = c . ⎡⎣ 1 .i s A ( t ) + a .i s B ( t ) + a 2 .i s C ( t ) ⎤⎦
The factor "c", takes usually one of two different values either 2/3 or

--------- (2.18)
2

3

.

The factor 2/3

makes the amplitude of any space phasor, which represents a three phase balanced system,
equal to the amplitudes of one phase of the three-phase system. The factor

15

2

3

may also be

used to define the power invariance of a three-phase system with its equivalent two-phase
system (see section 2.3.3).

2.2.2 – Current space phasors.

During this section the induction machine assumptions
introduced in the section 2.1.1 will be further considered. It is represented in figure 2.4 the
model of the induction machine with two different frames, the D-Q axis which represent the
stationary frame fixed to the stator, and the α-β axis which represent rotating frame fixed to
the rotor.

Fig 2.4.Cross-section of an elementary symmetrical three-phase
machine, with two different frames, the D-Q axis which represent the
stationary frame fixed to the stator, and α-β axis which represent
rotating frame fixed to the rotor.
The stator current space phasor can be expressed as follows:
is =

2
⎡ i s A ( t ) + a .i s B ( t ) + a 2 i s C ( t ) ⎤⎦ = i s e
3 ⎣

jθ

--------- (2.19)

Expressed in the reference frame fixed to the stator, the real-axis of this reference frame is
denoted by sD and its imaginary-axis by sQ.
The equivalence between the stator phasor and the D-Q two-axis components is as follows:

i s = i sD ( t ) + j .i sQ ( t )

-------- (2.20)
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Or:
⎡2
⎤
Re(i s ) = Re ⎢ isA + a.isB + a2isC ⎥ = isD
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.21)

⎡2
⎤
Im(i s ) = Im ⎢ isA + a.isB + a 2isC ⎥ = isQ
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.22)

(

)

(

)

The relationship between the space phasor current and the real stator phase currents can be
expressed as follows:

⎡2
⎤
Re(i s ) = Re ⎢ isA + a.isB + a2isC ⎥ = isA
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.23)

⎡2
⎤
Re(i s ) = Re ⎢ a 2 .isA + isB + a.isC ⎥ = isB
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.24)

⎡2
⎤
Re(i s ) = Re ⎢ a.isA + a 2 .isB + isC ⎥ = isC
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.25)

(

)

(

)

(

)

In a similar way, the space phasor of the rotor current can be written as follows:

ir =

2
⎡⎣ ira (t ) + a.irb (t ) + a 2 irc (t ) ⎤⎦ = i r e jα
3

--------- (2.26)

Expressed in the reference frame fixed to the rotor, the real-axis of this reference frame is
denoted by rα and its imaginary-axis by rβ.
The space phasor of the rotor current expressed in the stationary reference frame fixed to the
stator can be expressed as follows:
'

i r = i r e jθ = i r e

j (α +θ m )

- -------- (2.27)

The equivalence between the current rotor space phasor and the α-β two-axis is as follows:

i r = irα ( t ) + j .ir β ( t )

--------- (2.28)

Or:
⎡2
⎤
Re(i r ) = Re ⎢ ira + a.irb + a 2irc ⎥ = irα
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.29)

⎡2
⎤
Im(i r ) = Im ⎢ ira + a.irb + a 2irc ⎥ = ir β
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.30)

(

)

(

)

The relationship between the space phasor current and the real stator currents can be
expressed as follows:

⎡2
⎤
Re(i r ) = Re ⎢ ira + a.irb + a 2irc ⎥ = ira
⎣3
⎦

(

)

--------- (2.31)
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⎡2
⎤
Re( a 2 i r ) = Re ⎢ a 2ira + irb + a.irc ⎥ = irb
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.32)

⎡2
⎤
Re(ai r ) = Re ⎢ a.ira + a2 .irb + irc ⎥ = irc
⎣3
⎦

--------- (2.33)

(

)

(

)

The magnetizing current space-phasor expressed in the stationary reference frame fixed to the
stator can be obtained as follows:

N
⎞i '
im = is + ⎛⎜ re
⎟ r
N
se ⎠
⎝

--------- (2.34)

2.2.3 Flux linkage space phasor:

In this section the flux linkages will be formulated in the stator phasor notation according to
different reference frames.
2.2.3.1- Stator flux-linkage space phasor in the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator:
Similarly to the definitions of the stator current and rotor current space phasors, it is possible
to define a space phasor for the flux linkage as follows:

ψs =

2
ψ sA + aψ sB + a 2ψ sC
3

(

)

--------- (2.35)

If the flux linkage equations 2.7 are substituted in equation 2.35, the space phasor for the
stator flux linkage can be expressed as follows:
⎡isA ( Ls + aM s + a 2 M s ) + isB ( M s + aLs + a 2 M s ) + isC ( M s + aM s + a 2 Ls ) + ⎤
⎢
⎥
+ira M sr cos θ m + aM sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) +
⎢
⎥
2
⎥ --------- (2.36)
ψs = ⎢
3 ⎢ +irb M sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) + aM sr cos θ m + a 2 M sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) +
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ +irc M sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) + aM sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos θ m
⎥
⎣
⎦
Developing the previous expression 1.33, it is obtained the following expression:

(
(
(

)
)
)

⎡isA ( Ls + aM s + a 2 M s ) + aisB (a 2 M s + aLs + aM s ) + a 2isC (M s + aM s + a 2 Ls ) + ⎤
⎢
⎥
+ira M sr cosθm + aM sr cos(θm + 4π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos(θm + 2π / 3) +
⎢
⎥
2
⎥ ------ (2.37)
ψs = ⎢
3 ⎢+a.irb a2 M sr cos(θm + 2π / 3) + M sr cosθm + aM sr cos(θm + 4π / 3) +
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢+a 2 .irc aM sr cos(θm + 4π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos(θm + 2π / 3) + M sr cos θm
⎥
⎣
⎦

(

)

(

)

(

)
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And finally, expression 2.37 can be represented as follows:

ψs = (Ls + aMs + a2Ms )is +( Msr cosθm + aMsr cos(θm + 4π /3) + a2Msr cos(θm + 2π /3)) ir
= ( Ls − M s )is + 1.5M sr cos θ m .ir = ( Ls − M s )is + 1.5M sr ir e jθm = ( Ls − M s )is + 1.5M sr ir '
= Ls is + Lm ir '

--------- (2.38)

Where Ls is the total three-phase stator inductance and Lm is the so-called three-phase
magnetizing inductance. Finally, the space phasor of the flux linkage in the stator depends on
two components, being the stator currents and the rotor currents.
Once more, the flux linkage magnitude can be expressed in two-axis as follows:

ψ s = ψ sD + jψ sQ

--------- (2.39)

Where its direct component is equal to:

ψsD = LsisD + Lmird

--------- (2.40)

And its quadrature component is expressed as:

ψ sQ = Ls isQ + Lm irq

--------- (2.41)

The relationship between the components ird and irα and irq and irβ may be introduced as
follows:
'

ir = ir d + jirq = ir e jθm

--------- (2.42)

2.2.3.2- Rotor flux-linkage space phasor in the rotating reference frame fixed to the rotor:
The rotor flux linkage space phasor, fixed to the rotor natural frame can be
defined as follows:

ψr =

2
ψ ra + aψ rb + a 2ψ rc
3

(

)

--------- (2.43)

If the flux linkage equations 2.8 are substituted in equation 2.43, the space phasor for the
rotor flux linkage can be expressed as follows:

⎡ira ( Lr + aM r + a 2 M r ) + irb ( M r + aLr + a 2 M r ) + irc ( M r + aM r + a 2 Lr ) + ⎤
⎢
⎥
+isA M sr cos θ m + aM sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) + ⎥
⎢
2
⎥ ----- (2.44)
ψr = ⎢
3 ⎢ +isB M sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) + aM sr cos θ m + a 2 M sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) + ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ +isC M sr cos(θ m + 2π / 3) + aM sr cos(θ m + 4π / 3) + a 2 M sr cos θ m
⎥
⎣
⎦
By re-arranging the previous expression 2.44, it can be expressed as:

(
(
(

)
)
)
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⎡ira ( Lr + aM r + a2 M r ) + airb (a2 M r + Lr + aM s ) + a2irc (aM r + a2 M r + Lr ) + ⎤
⎢
⎥
2
+
i
M
cos
+
aM
cos(
+
2
/
3)
+
a
M
cos(
+
4
/
3)
+
θ
θ
π
θ
π
⎥
m
sr
m
sr
m
2 ⎢ sA sr
⎥ --- (2.45)
ψr = ⎢
3 ⎢+a.isB a2 M sr cos(θm + 4π / 3) + M sr cosθm + aM sr cos(θm + 2π / 3) +
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣+a2 .isC aM sr cos(θm + 2π / 3) + a2 M sr cos(θm + 4π / 3) + M sr cosθm
⎥⎦

(

)

(

)

(

)

And finally

ψr = (Lr + aMr + a2Mr )ir + ( Msr cosθm + aMsr cos(θm + 2π /3) + a2Msr cos(θm + 4π /3)) is
= (Lr − Mr )ir +1.5Msr cos(−θm).is = (Lr − Mr )ir +1.5Msr ise− jθm = (Lr − Msr )ir +1.5Msr is'

= L r ir + L m is '

--------- (2.46)

Where Lr is the total three-phase rotor inductance and Lm is the so-called three-phase
magnetizing inductance. is ' is the stator current space phasor expressed in the frame fixed to
the rotor.
Once more the flux linkage magnitude can be expressed in the two-axis form as follows:

ψ r = ψ rα + jψ r β

--------- (2.47)

Where its direct component is equal to:

ψ rα = Lr irα + Lmisα

--------- (2.48)

And its quadrature component is expressed as:

ψ r β = Lr ir β + Lmisβ

--------- (2.49)

2.2.3.3- Rotor flux-linkage space phasor in the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator.
The rotor flux linkage can also be expressed in the stationary reference frame using the
previously introduced transformation ejθm, and can be written as:

ψ r = ψ rd + jψ rq = ψ r e jθ = (ψ rα + jψ rβ ) e jθ
'

m

--------- (2.50)

m

The space phasor of the rotor flux linkage can be expressed according to the fixed
coordinates as follows:
'

'

'

'

ψ r = Lr i r + Lm i s eiθ = Lr i r + Lm is

--------- (2.51)
The relationship between the stator current referred to the stationary frame fixed to the stator
and the rotational frame fixed to the rotor is as follows:
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'

i s = i s e jθm
ise

− jθ m

--------- (2.52)

'

=is

Where

i s = isD + jisQ
--------- (2.53)

'

i s = isα + jisβ
From figure 1.5, the following equivalencies can be deduced:

i s = i s e jθ
'

'

--------- (2.54)

'

i s = i s eiα = i s e j (θ −θm ) = is e− jθm

Fig 2.5.Stator-current space phasor expressed in accordance with the
rotational frame fixed to the rotor and the stationary frame fixed to the
stator.
2.2.3.4- Stator flux-linkage space phasor in the rotating reference frame fixed to the rotor:
Similarly than 2.2.3.3 section, it can be deduced the following expression:

(

'

)

'

ψs =ψse− jθ = Ls is + Lmi r e− jθ = Ls i s + Lmir
m

m

--------- (2.55)

2.2.4. – The space phasors of stator and rotor voltages.

The space phasors for the stator and rotor voltages can be defined in a similar way like the
one used for other magnitudes.
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2
2⎛
1
1 ⎞
1
Vs = ⎡⎣VsA (t ) + aVsB (t ) + a2VsC (t )⎤⎦ = VsD + jVsQ = ⎜VsA − VsB − VsC ⎟ + j (VsB − VsC ) ---- (2.56)
3
3⎝
2
2 ⎠
3

2
2⎛
1
1 ⎞
1
V r = ⎣⎡Vra (t) + aVrb (t) + a2Vrc (t)⎦⎤ = Vrα + jVrβ = ⎜Vra − Vrb − Vrc ⎟ + j (Vrb −Vrc ) ---- (2.57)
3
3⎝
2
2 ⎠
3
Where the stator voltage space phasor is referred to the stator stationary frame and the rotor
voltage space phasor is referred to the rotating frame fixed to the rotor. Provided the zero
component is zero [3] [4], it can also be said that:

V s A = R e (V s )
V sB = R e ( a 2 V s )

--------- (2.58)

V sC = R e ( a V s )
Equivalent expressions can also be obtained for the rotor.
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2.3 TORQUE EXPRESSIONS:
2.3.1 - Introduction.

The general expression for the torque is as follows:

te = cψ s × ir

'

--------- (2.59)
'

Where the “c” is a constant, ψ s and ir are the space phasors of the stator flux and rotor
current respectively, both referred to the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator.
The expression given above can also be expressed as follows:

t e = c ψ s . ir sin γ

--------- (2.60)

Where γ is the angle existing between the stator flux linkage and the rotor current. It follows
o

that when γ=90 the torque obtained is the maximum and its expression is exactly equal to the
one for the DC machines. Nevertheless, in DC machines the space distribution of both
magnitudes is fixed in space, thus producing the maximum torque for all different magnitude
values. Furthermore, both magnitudes can be controlled independently or separately. In an
AC machine, however, it is much more difficult to realize this principle because both
quantities are coupled and their position in space depends on both the stator and rotor
positions. It is a further complication that in squirrel-cage machines, it is not possible to
monitor the rotor current, unless the motor is specially prepared for this purpose in a special
laboratory. It is impossible to find them in a real application. The search for a simple control
scheme similar to the one for DC machines has led to the development of the so-called vector
control schemes, where the point of obtaining two different currents, one for controlling the
flux and the other one for the rotor current, is achieved [3] [4].
2.3.2 - Deduction of the torque expression by means of energy considerations.

Torque equation is being deduced by means of energy
considerations. Therefore, the starting equation is as follows:

Pmechanical = Pelectric − Ploss − Pfield
Substituting the previous powers for its values, the equation can be expressed as follows:
*
*
⎛ dψ 'r '* ⎞ ⎞⎤
3 ⎡⎛
2
⎛ dψ s * ⎞ ⎞ ⎛
' 2
te .wr = ⎢⎜ Re(V s .is ) − Rs is − Re ⎜
is ⎟ ⎟ + ⎜⎜ Re(Vr .ir − Rr I r − Re ⎜
I r ⎟ ⎟⎟⎥ --- (2.61)
2 ⎣⎢⎝
⎝ dt
⎠⎠ ⎝
⎝ dt
⎠ ⎠⎦⎥
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Since in the stationary reference frame, the stator voltage space phasor V s can only be
balanced by the stator ohmic drop, plus the rate of change of the stator flux linkage, the
previous expression can be expressed as follows:

te .wr =

)

(

)

(

' '
' '*
'
'
3
3
3
Re − jwrψ r ir = − wr Re jψ r ir = − wrψ r × ir
2
2
2

--------- (2.62)

Expressing the equation in a general way for any number of pair of poles gives:

te = −

3
Pψ
2

'
r

× ir

'

--------- (2.63)

If equation 2.38 is substituted in equation 2.63 it is obtained the following expression for the
torque:

te =

3
Pψ
2

s

× is

--------- (2.64)

If the product is developed, expression 2,64 is as follows:

te =

3
P (ψ sD .isQ −ψ sQ .isD )
2

--------- (2.65)

Finally, different expressions for the torque can be obtained as follows:

(

)

'
'
'
'
3
3
3
te = − P Lr ir + Lm is × ir = − PLm I s × ir = − PLm I s × ir
--------- (2.66)
2
2
2
'
'
'
'
Lm
3 Lm
3Lm
3
ψ
×
ψ
te = − P
Lm ir + Ls is × ir = −
Pψ s × ir = − P
s
r
2 Ls
2 Ls
2 Ls Lr − Lm 2

(

)

2.3.3 – Torque constant.

The value of the torque constant can take two different values. These depend on the constant
used in the space phasor. Both possibilities are shown in table 2.1..
Table 2.1 Torque constant values
Non power invariant

Power invariant

Torque constant

Space phasor
constant
"3→2" means the change from three axis to either two axis or space phasor
notation, and "2→3" either two axis or space phasor notation to three axis.
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2.4 SIMULINK MODEL:
2.4.1 - Equations used in the model.

The final expressions used in the implemented models are obtained from all the previously
introduced expressions. All equations have been re-arranged in order to use the operator 1/s
instead of the operator p because the “Simulink” deals with the integrator better than with the
derivation.
2.4.1.1 – Stator reference.
Stator and rotor fluxes can be expressed as follows:

1
(VsD − Rs isD )
s
1
ψ sQ = (VsQ − Rs isQ )
s
1
1
ψ 'rd = (Vrd ' − Rr I rd ' − P.wmψ rq ' ) = ( − Rr ird ' − P.wmψ rq' )
s
s
1
1
ψ rq = (Vrq ' − Rr irq ' + P.wmψ rd ' ) = ( − Rr irq ' + P.wmψ rd ' )
s
s

ψ sD =

--------- (2.67)

Stator and rotor currents can be expressed as follows:

i sD = ψ

sD

isQ = ψ sQ
ird = ψ

'

irq = ψ

'

Where

rd

rq

Lr
−ψ
Lx

'
rd

Lr
− ψ rq '
Lx
Ls
− ψ sD
Lx
Ls
− ψ sQ
Lx

Lm
Lx

Lm
Lx
Lm
Lx
Lm
Lx

--------- (2.68)

Lx = Ls Lr − Lm 2

2.4.1.2 - Rotor reference.
Stator and rotor fluxes can be expressed as follows:

1
(Vrd − Rr ird ) = 0
s
1
= (Vrq − Rr irq ) = 0
s

ψ rd =
ψ rq

--------- (2.69)
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ψ ' sd =

1
1
Vsd ' − Rs I sd ' + P.wmψ sq ' = − Rr ird ' − P.wmψ rq '
s
s

ψ ' sq =

1
1
Vsq ' − Rr isq ' − P.wmψ sd ' = − Rr irq ' + P.wmψ rd '
s
s

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

--------- (2.70)

)

Stator and rotor currents can be expressed as follows:

L
Lr
−ψ rd ' m
Lx
Lx
L
L
isQ = ψ ' sQ r −ψ rq ' m
Lx
Lx
L
L
ird = ψ rd s −ψ ' sD m
Lx
Lx
L
L
irq = ψ rq s −ψ ' sQ m
Lx
Lx
isD = ψ ' sD

--------- (2.71)

Where Lx = Ls Lr − Lm 2
2.4.1.4 – Motion equation.
The motion equation is as follows:

te − t L = J

dwm
+ Dwm
dt

--------- (2.72)

Where, te is the electromagnetic torque, tL is load torque, J is the inertia of the rotor, and
finally the D is the damping constant.
Using the torque expressions 2.65, the previous motion equation can be expressed as follows:

P.c. (ψ sD .isQ − ψ sQ .isD ) = t L + wm ( D + Js )
wr =

P .c . (ψ

sD

.i s Q − ψ

sQ

.i s D ) − t L

--------- (2.73)

D + Js

Where P is the number of pair of poles and the torque constant take the values either 1 or 2/3
according to the table 2.1 shown in the previous section 2.3.3.
The SIMULINK model for induction motor is developed by using
above equations and simulated successfully. The simulink model is given in figure 2.6 and
induction motor sub block model also presented in figure 2.7. The wave forms of stator
current in stationary and rotating reference frames and induction motor torque and speed
waveforms given in figures
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Fig 2.6. SIMULINK model for induction motor to obtain currents and voltages in different
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Fig 2.7.Induction machine subsystem modeled by using modeling equations
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Fig 2.8 Induction motor stator current in stationary and rotating reference frames

Fig 2.9.Torque and speed waveforms of induction motor
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2.5 INTERIM CONCLUSIONS:
In the present chapter I have deduced the motor model. The model has
been formulated by means of the two-axis theory equations and the space phasor notation.
Despite the fact that both nomenclatures are valid, it has been proved that the space phasor
notation is much more compact and easier to work with. The model has been developed in
both nomenclatures for the stator, rotor and synchronous references. In further chapters, the
motor model with stator reference, introduced in section 2.4.1.1, will be the one most used.
The final concrete equations used in the MATLAB/SIMULINK motor model have been
presented by the three different references. Some simulations are shown to prove the validity
of the model, being equal for the previously mentioned three references. Finally the steady
state motor analysis has been introduced.
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Chapter 3

DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL OF
INDUCTION MOTOR
Introduction
DTC controller
DTC schematic
SIMULINK Model
Interim Conclusions

DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL OF INDUCTION MOTORS

3.1 INTRODUCTION:
3.1.1 DC drive analogy:
In a dc machine, neglecting the armature reaction effect and field
saturation, the developed torque is given by
--------- (3.1)

Te = Ka .Ia .If
Where Ia = armature current and If = field current.

ψf

Fig 3.1 DC motor model
The construction of a DC machine is such that the field ψf produced
by the current If is perpendicular to the armature flux ψa, which is produced by the armature
current Ia. These space vectors, which are stationary in space, are orthogonal or decoupled in
nature as shown in figure 3.1. This means that when torque is controlled by controlling the
current Ia, the flux ψf is not effected and we get the fast transient response and high
torque/ampere ratio with the rated ψf. Because of the decoupling, when the field current If is
controlled, it affects the field flux ψf only, but not the ψa flux.
The DC machine like performance is obtained in Direct Torque
Controlled (DTC) drives. In DTC drives, the de-coupling of the torque and flux components
is accomplished by using hysteresis comparators which compares the actual and estimated
values of the electromagnetic torque and stator flux. The DTC drive consists of DTC
controller, torque and flux calculator, and a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI).
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3.1.2 Principle of direct torque control of induction motor:
Direct torque control was developed by Takahashi [1] and
Depenbrock [13] as an alternative to field-oriented control [3], [15]. In a direct torque
controlled (DTC) induction motor drive supplied by a voltage source inverter, it is possible to
control directly the stator flux linkage ψ s (or the rotor fluxψ r or the magnetizing fluxψ m ) and
the electromagnetic torque by the selection of an optimum inverter voltage vector. The
selection of the voltage vector of the voltage source inverter is made to restrict the flux and
torque error within their respective flux and torque hysteresis bands and to obtain the fastest
torque response and highest efficiency at every instant. DTC enables both quick torque
response in the transient operation and reduction of the harmonic losses and acoustic noise.
As it has been introduced in expression 2.64, the electromagnetic
torque in the three phase induction machines can be expressed as follows [3]:

te =

3
Pψ
2

s

× is

--------- (3.2)

Where ψs is the stator flux, i s is the stator current (both fixed to the stationary reference frame
fixed to the stator) and P the number of pairs of poles. The previous equation can be modified
and expressed as follows:

te =

3
P ψ s × is .sin (α s − ρ s )
2

--------- (3.3)

Where ρ s is the stator flux angle and α s is the stator current one, both referred to the
horizontal axis of the stationary frame fixed to the stator. If the stator flux modulus is kept
constant and the angle ρs is changed quickly, then the electromagnetic torque is directly
controlled. The same conclusion can be obtained using another expression for the
electromagnetic torque. From equation 1.83, next equation can be written:

te =

'
Lm
3
ψ r × ψ s .sin ( ρ s − ρ r )
P
2
2 Ls Lr − Lm

--------- (3.4)

Because of the rotor time constant is larger than the stator one, the rotor flux changes slowly
compared to the stator flux; in fact, the rotor flux can be assumed constant. (The fact that the
rotor flux can be assumed constant is true as long as the response time of the control is much
faster than the rotor time constant). As long as the stator flux modulus is kept constant, then
the electromagnetic torque can be rapidly changed and controlled by means of changing the
angle ρ s − ρ r [16] [3].
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3.2 - DTC CONTROLLER:
The way to impose the required stator flux is by means of choosing
the most suitable Voltage Source Inverter state. If the ohmic drops are neglected for
simplicity, then the stator voltage impresses directly the stator flux in accordance with the
following equations

dψ
dt

s

= V

s

Or:

--------- (3.5)

∆ψ s = Vs.∆t
Decoupled control of the stator flux modulus and torque is achieved by
acting on the radial and tangential components respectively of the stator flux-linkage space
vector in its locus. These two components are directly proportional (Rs=0) to the components
of the same voltage space vector in the same directions. So imposing of proper voltage vector
is important in direct torque control of induction motor. This we will obtained by using
voltage source inverter.

3.3.1 Voltage Source Inverter
There are many topologies for the voltage source inverter used in DTC control of
induction motors that give high number of possible output voltage vectors [16], [17] but the
most common one is the six step inverter. A six step voltage inverter provides the variable
frequency AC voltage input to the induction motor in DTC method. The DC supply to the
inverter is provided either by a DC source like a battery, or a rectifier supplied from a three
phase (or single phase) AC source. Fig. 3.2 shows a six step voltage source inverter. The
inductor L is inserted to limit shot through fault current. A large electrolytic capacitor C is
inserted to stiffen the DC link voltage.
The switching devices in the voltage source inverter bridge must be capable of being turned
off and on. Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) are used because they have this ability in
addition; they offer high switching speed with enough power rating. Each IGBT has an
inverse parallel-connected diode. This diode provide alternate path for the motor current after
the IGBT, is turned off [5].
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Fig 3.2 Voltage Source Inverter
Each leg of the inverter has two switches one connected to the high
side (+) of the DC link and the other to the low side (-); only one of the two can be on at any
instant. When the high side gate signal is on the phase is assigned the binary number 1, and
assigned the binary number 0 when the low side gate signal is on. Considering the
combinations of status of phases a, b and c the inverter has eight switching modes
(VaVbVc=000-111) two are zero voltage vectors V0 (000) and V7 (111) where the motor
terminals is short circuited and the others are nonzero voltage vectors V1 to V6
The dq model for the voltage source inverter in the stationary
reference frame is obtained by applying the dq transformation Equation to the inverter
switching modes. The six nonzero voltages space vectors will have the orientation shown in
Fig. 2.6, and also shows the possible dynamic locus of the stator flux, and its different
variation depending on the VSI states chosen. The possible global locus is divided into six
different sectors signaled by the discontinuous line. Each vector lies in the center of a sector
o

of 60 width named S1 to S6 according to the voltage vector it contains.
From Equation 3.5 it can be seen that the inverter voltage directly
force the stator flux, the required stator flux locus will be obtained by choosing the
appropriate inverter switching state. Thus the stator flux linkage move in space in the
direction of the stator voltage space vector at a speed that is proportional to the magnitude of
the stator voltage space vector. By selecting step by step the appropriate stator voltage vector,
it is then possible to change the stator flux in the required way. If an increase of the torque is
required then the torque is controlled by applying voltage vectors that advance the flux
linkage space vector in the direction of rotation. If a decrease in torque is required then zero
switching vector is applied, the zero vector that minimize inverter switching is selected. In
summary if the stator flux vector lies in the k-th sector and the motor is running anticlockwise
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Fig 3.3.Stator flux vector locus and different possible switching
Voltage vectors. FD: flux decrease. FI: flux increase. TD: torque decrease.
TI: torque increase.
then torque can be increased by applying stator voltage vectors Vk+1 or Vk+2, and decreased by
applying a zero voltage vector V0 or V7. Decoupled control of the torque and stator flux is
achieved by acting on the radial and tangential components of the stator voltage space vector
in the same directions, and thus can be controlled by the appropriate inverter switching. In
general, if the stator flux linkage vector lies in the k-th sector its magnitude can be increased
by using switching vectors Vk-1 (for clockwise rotation) or Vk+1 (for anticlockwise rotation),
and can be decreased by applying voltage vectors Vk-2 (for clockwise rotation) or Vk+2 (for
anticlockwise rotation). In Accordance with figure 2.1, the general table II.I can be written. It
can be seen from table II.I, that the states Vk and Vk+3 , are not considered in the torque
because they can both increase (first 30 degrees) or decrease (second 30 degrees) the torque
at the same sector depending on the stator flux position.

Table3.1.General Selection Table for Direct Torque Control, "k" being
the sector number.
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This can be tabulated in the look-up Table 2.1 (Takahashi look-up table). Finally, the DTC
classical look up table is as follows:
Flux Error Torque Error
dT
dψ
1

1

0
-1
1

0

0
-1

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

V1

V0

v7

V0

v7

V0

v7

v6

Vi

v2

v3

v4

v5

v3

v4

v5

v6

V1

v2

V0

v7

V0

v7

V0

v7

v5

v6

V1

v2

v3

v4

Table3.2 conventional DTC look up table
3.3 DTC SCHEMATIC:
In figure 1.2 a possible schematic of Direct Torque Control is shown. As it can
be seen, there are two different loops corresponding to the magnitudes of the stator flux and
torque. The reference values for the flux stator modulus and the torque are compared with the
actual values, and the resulting error values are fed into the twolevel and three-level
hysteresis blocks respectively. The outputs of the stator flux error and torque error hysteresis
blocks, together with the position of the stator flux are used as inputs of the look up table (see
table II.II). The inputs to the look up table are given in terms of +1,0,-1 depend on weather
the torque and flux errors within or beyond hysteresis bands and the sector number in which
the flux sector presents at that particular instant. In accordance with the figure 1.2, the stator
flux modulus and torque errors tend to be restricted within its respective hysteresis bands.
From the schematic of DTC it is cleared that, for the proper selection of
voltage sector from lookup table, the DTC scheme require the flux and torque estimations.
3.3.1 Methods for Estimation of Stator Flux in DTC:
Accurate flux estimation in Direct Torque controlled induction
motor drives is important to ensure proper drive operation and stability. Most of the flux
estimation techniques proposed is based on voltage model, current model, or the combination
of both [18]. The estimation based on current model normally applied at low frequency, and
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it requires the knowledge of the stator current and rotor mechanical speed or position. In
some industrial applications, the use of incremental encoder to get the speed or position of the
rotor is undesirable since it reduces the robustness and reliability of the drive. It has been
widely known that even though the current model has managed to eliminate the sensitivity to
the stator resistance variation. The use of rotor parameters in the estimation introduced error
at high rotor speed due to the rotor parameter variations. So in this present DTC control
scheme the flux and torque are estimated by using voltage model described by equations 3.63.8, which does not need a position sensor and the only motor parameter used is the stator
resistance.

ψ sD = ∫ (VsD − Rs I sD )dt = isD .

Lx
L
+ ψ 'rd . m
Lm
Lr

--------- (3.6)

ψ sQ = ∫ (VsQ − Rs I sQ )dt = isQ .

Lx
L
+ ψ 'rq . m
Lm
Lr

--------- (3.7)

Where

Lx = Ls Lr − Lm 2

and isD , isQ are calculated by using equations……..

And torque can be estimated by equation

te =

3
P (ψ sD .isQ −ψ sQ .isD )
2

--------- (3.8)

By using these estimated values from voltage model we proceed to the lookup table to select
the proper voltage vector The voltage model gives accurate estimation at high speeds
however, at low speed, some problems arise. In practical implementation, even a small DC
off-set present in the back emf due to noise or measurement error inherently present in the
current sensor, can cause the integrator to saturate [3].

3.4 SIMULINK MODEL FOR CONVENTIONAL DTC:
A SIMULINK model is developed by using the induction
motor model presented in figure 3.3 and also MATLAB programme is developed for the
implementation of conventional DTC. The simulink model for the conventional DTC is
developed and is simulated. The waveform for induction motor torque, which is obtained
from simulation of MATLAB programme is presented and verified with SIMULINK
waveforms.
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fs
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3
fs
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Fig 3.4 SIMULINK model for conventional DTC

A three dimensional matrix is developed by MATLAB programme which is called by
simulink model during the simulation and is given by
%switching table for DTC
clc,clear
a(:,:,1) =[1 0 2;5 7 6];
a(:,:,2) =[5 7 3;4 0 2];
a(:,:,3) =[4 0 1;6 7 3];
a(:,:,4) =[6 7 5;2 0 1];
a(:,:,5) =[2 0 4;3 7 5];
a(:,:,6) =[3 7 6;1 0 4];
a
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The waveform for torque of the induction motor with the application of load torque of
1.5N.m is given in figure 3.4, which is obtained from simulation of MATLAB programme
with a sampling time of 0.0002. It indirectly means that the drive output is updated at a rate
of 5 KHz.

Fig 3.5 Electric torque waveform for conventional DTC
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3.5 INTERIM CONCLUSIONS:
From the torque waveform obtained from simulation of
conventional DTC, it is cleared that the torque ripple is 0.6 Nm (approximately 1.8-1.2 Nm
maximum and minimum values respectively) with the conventional DTC.
This high magnitude of torque ripple is the main drawback of
conventional DTC. The other drawbacks also summarized as follows:
•

Large and small errors in flux and torque are not distinguished. In other words, the
same vectors are used during start up and step changes and during steady state.

•

Sluggish response (slow response) in both start up and changes in either flux or
torque.

In order to overcome the mentioned drawbacks, there are different solutions, like Non
artificial intelligence methods, mainly "sophisticated tables" and fuzzy logic based systems.
In the next sections of my thesis work deal with DTC with the duty
ratio fuzzy control to minimize torque ripple and realized the best DTC improvement.
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Chapter 4

FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Introduction to FLC
Why Fuzzy Logic Controllers
Fuzzy Logic Controller

FUZZYLOGIC CONTROLLERS
4.1 Introduction to FLC
Fuzzy logic has rapidly become one of the most successful of today’s technology for
developing sophisticated control system. With it aid complex requirement so may be
implemented in amazingly simple, easily minted and inexpensive controllers. The past few
years have witnessed a rapid growth in number and variety of application of fuzzy logic. The
application range from consumer products such as cameras ,camcorder ,washing machines
and microwave ovens to industrial process control ,medical instrumentation ,and decisionsupport system .many decision-making and problem solving tasks are too complex to be
understand quantitatively however ,people succeed by using knowledge that is imprecise
rather than precise . fuzzy logic is all about the relative importance of precision .fuzzy logic
has two different meanings .in a narrow senses ,fuzzy logic is a logical system which is an
extension of multi valued logic .but in wider sense fuzzy logic

is synonymous with the

theory of fuzzy sets . Fuzzy set theory is originally introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in the 1960,s
resembles approximate reasoning in it use of approximate information and uncertainty to
generate decisions.
Several studies show, both in simulations and experimental results, that Fuzzy Logic
control yields superior results with respect to those obtained by conventional control
algorithms thus, in industrial electronics the FLC control has become an attractive solution
in controlling the electrical motor drives with large parameter variations like machine tools
and robots. However, the FL Controllers design and tuning process is often complex because
several quantities, such as membership functions, control rules, input and output gains, etc
must be adjusted. The design process of a FLC can be simplified if some of the mentioned
quantities are obtained from the parameters of a given Proportional-Integral controller (PIC)
for the same application.

4.2 Why fuzzy logic controller (FLC)
•

Fuzzy logic controller is used to design nonlinear systems in control applications.
The design of conventional control system essential is normally based on the

mathematical model of plant .if an accurate mathematical model is available with known
parameters it can be analyzed., for example by bode plots or nyquist plot , and controller
can be designed for specific performances .such procedure is time consuming[18].
•

Fuzzy logic controller has adaptive characteristics.
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The adaptive characteristics can achieve robust performance to system with
uncertainty parameters variation and load disturbances.

4.3. Fuzzy logic controller (FLC)
Fuzzy logic expressed operational laws in linguistics terms instead of mathematical
equations. Many systems are too complex to model accurately, even with complex
mathematical equations; therefore traditional methods become infeasible in these systems.
However fuzzy logics linguistic terms provide a feasible method for defining the operational
characteristics of such system [18].
Fuzzy logic controller can be considered as a special class of symbolic controller. The
configuration of fuzzy logic controller block diagram is shown in Fig.4.1

Fig 4.1 Block diagram for Mamdani type Fuzzy Logic Controller

The fuzzy logic controller has three main components
1. Fuzzification.
2. Fuzzy inference.
3. Defuzzification.
4.3.1. Fuzzification
The following functions:
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1. Multiple measured crisp inputs first must be mapped into fuzzy membership
function this process is called fuzzification.
2. Performs a scale mapping that transfers the range of values of input variables into
corresponding universes of discourse.
3. Performs the function of fuzzification that converts input data into suitable
linguistic values which may be viewed as labels of fuzzy sets.
Fuzzy logic’s linguistic terms are often expressed in the form of logical implication, such as
if-then rules. These rules define a range of values known as fuzzy member ship functions.
Fuzzy membership function may be in the form of a triangle, a trapezoidal, a bell (as shown
in Fig.4.2) or another appropriate from [18].
The triangle membership function is defined in (4.1).Triangle membership functions limits
defined by Val1 , V al 2 and Val 3 .

⎧ u i − Val1
⎪V − V , Val1 ≤ u i ≤ Val 2
al1
⎪ al 2
⎪ Val 3 − u i
µ (u i ) = ⎨
, Val 2 ≤ u i ≤ Val 2
−
V
V
al
3
al
2
⎪
⎪
othetrwise
⎪0,
⎩

(4.1)

Trapezoid membership function defined in (4.2) .Trapezoid membership functions limits are
defined by Val1 , V al 2 , Val 3 and Val 4 .
⎧ u i − V al 1
⎪V − V , V al1 ≤ u i ≤ V al 2
al 1
⎪ al 2
⎪
, V al 2 ≤ u i ≤ V al 3
⎪1,
µ i (u i ) = ⎨
⎪ V al 4 − u i
⎪V − V , V al 3 ≤ u i ≤ V al 4
al 3
⎪ al 4
⎪0
, otherwise
⎩

(4.2)

The bell membership functions are defined by parameters X p , w and m as follows:

µ (u i ) =

1
⎛ ⎛u −X
P
⎜1 + ⎜ i
⎜ ⎜
w
⎝ ⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2m

(4.3)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Where X p the midpoint and w is the width of bell function. m ≥ 1 , and describe the convexity
of the bell function.
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Fig.4.2. (a) Triangle, (b) Trapezoid, and (c) Gaussian membership functions.

The inputs of the fuzzy controller are expressed in several linguist levels. As shown in Fig.4.3
these levels can be described as positive big (PB), positive medium (PM), positive small (PS)
negative small (NS), negative medium (NM), negative big(NB) or in other levels. Each level
is described by fuzzy set [18].

NB

NM

NS

PS

Z

PM

PB

Figure.4.3.Seven levels of fuzzy membership function
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4.3.2. Fuzzy inference

Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an
output using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can be
made, or patterns discerned. There are two types of fuzzy inference systems that can be
implemented in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox: Mamdani-type and Sugeno-type. These two types
of inference systems vary somewhat in the way outputs are determined.
Fuzzy inference systems have been successfully applied in fields such as automatic
control, data classification, decision analysis, expert systems, and computer vision. Because
of its multidisciplinary nature, fuzzy inference systems are associated with a number of
names, such as fuzzy-rule-based systems, fuzzy expert systems, fuzzy modeling, fuzzy
associative memory, fuzzy logic controllers, and simply (and ambiguously) fuzzy
Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method is the most commonly seen fuzzy methodology.
Mamdani’s method was among the first control systems built using fuzzy set theory. It was
proposed in 1975 by Ebrahim M amdani [18] as an attempt to control a steam engine and
boiler combination by synthesizing a set of linguistic control rules obtained from experienced
human operators. Mamdani’s effort was based on Lotfi Zadeh’s 1973 paper on fuzzy
algorithms for complex systems and decision processes [18].
The second phase of the fuzzy logic controller is its fuzzy inference where the
knowledge base and decision making logic reside .The rule base and data base from the
knowledge base. The data base contains the description of the input and output variables. The
decision making logic evaluates the control rules .the control-rule base can be developed to
relate the output action of the controller to the obtained inputs.

4.3.3. Defuzzification

The output of the inference mechanism is fuzzy output variables. The fuzzy logic
controller must convert its internal fuzzy output variables into crisp values so that the actual
system can use these variables [18]. This conversion is called defuzzification. One may
perform this operation in several ways. The commonly used control defuzzification strategies
are
(a).The max criterion method (MAX)
The max criterion produces the point at which the membership function of fuzzy
action reaches a maximum value.
(b) The height method
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control

The centroid of each membership function for each rule is first evaluated. The final output U 0
is then calculated as the average of the individual centroids, weighted by their heights as
follows:
n

∑ u µ (u )
i

UO =

i

i =1
n

(4.4)

∑ µ (u )
i

i =1

(c) .The centroid method or center of area method (COA)
The widely used centroid strategy generates the center of gravity of area bounded

y=

∫ µ ( y). ydy
∫ µ ( y)dy
Y

by the

(4.5)

Y

membership function cure.
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TORQUE RIPPLE MINIMIZATION IN DTC DRIVES
5.1 Introduction:
Direct torque control has many promising features and advantages such as absence of
speed and position sensors, absence of coordinate transformation, reduced number of
controllers and minimal torque response time. In addition, there are many limitations that
need to be investigated. A major concern in direct torque control of induction motor drives is
torque and flux ripples, since none of the inverter switching vectors is able to generate the
exact stator voltage required to produce the desired changes in torque and flux. Possible
solutions involve the use of high switching frequency or alternative inverter topologies.
Increased switching frequency is desirable since it reduces the harmonic content of the stator
currents, and reduces torque ripple. However, high switching frequency results in
significantly increased switching losses leading to reduced efficiency and increased stress on
the inverter semiconductor devices. Furthermore, in the case of high switching frequency, a
fast processor is required since the control processing time becomes small. When an
alternative inverter topology is used [16], it is possible to use an increased number of
switches, but this also increases the cost. However, if instead of applying a voltage vector for
the entire switching period, it is applied for a portion of the switching period, then the ripple
can be reduced. This is defined as duty ratio control in which the ratio of the portion of the
switching period for which a non-zero voltage vector is applied to the complete switching
period is known as the duty ratio (δ).

5.2 Duty Ratio Control:
In the conventional DTC a voltage vector is applied for the entire
switching period, and this causes the stator current and electromagnetic torque to increase
over the whole switching period. Thus for small errors, the electromagnetic torque exceeds its
reference value early during the switching period, and continues to increase, causing a high
torque ripple. This is then followed by switching cycles in which the zero switching vectors
are applied in order to reduce the electromagnetic torque to its reference value.
The ripple in the torque and flux can be reduced by applying the
selected inverter vector not for the entire switching period, as in the conventional DTC
induction motor drive, but only for part of the switching period. The time for which a non-
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Fig 5.1 Block diagram for DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
-zero voltage vector has to be applied is chosen just to increase the electromagnetic torque to
its reference value and the zero voltage vector is applied for the rest of the switching period
as in Fig. 1.3(b). During the application of the zero voltage vector no power is absorbed by
the machine, and thus the electromagnetic flux is almost constant; it only decreases slightly.
Fig. 5.1 shows a DTC induction motor drive with a duty ratio fuzzy logic controller. The
average input DC voltage to the motor during the application of each switching vector is
δVdc. By varying the duty ratio between zero and one, it is possible to apply voltage to the
motor with an average value between 0 and Vdc during each switching period. Thus, the
torque ripple will be less compared to applying the full DC link voltage for the complete
switching period. This increases the choice of the voltage vector, without an increase in the
number of semiconductor switches in the inverter.
The duty ratio of each switching period is a non-linear function of the
electromagnetic torque error, stator flux-linkage error, and the position of the stator fluxlinkage space vector. Thus, it is difficult to model this non-linear function. However, by using
a fuzzy-logic-based DTC system, it is possible to perform fuzzy-logic-based duty-ratio
control, where the duty ratio is determined during every switching cycle. In such a fuzzy-
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logic system, there are three inputs, the electromagnetic torque error (Ete=Tref -T), the stator
flux-linkage space vector position ( θψ ) within each sector associated with the voltage vectors
as in Fig. 3.3 and the sign of the flux error (sign( Eψ )) where ( Eψ =ψ ref −ψ ). The output of
the fuzzy-logic controller is the duty ratio (δ).

5.3 Design of the Duty Ratio Fuzzy Controller
There are many types of fuzzy logic controller for this particular
application. A Mamdani-type fuzzy logic controller, which contains a rule base, a fuzzifier,
and a defuzzifier, is chosen. Fuzzification is performed using membership function. The
inputs and the output of the fuzzy controller are assigned Gausian membership functions as
shown in Figs. 5.2-5.4. The universe of discourse for the torque error and the duty ratio is
adjusted using simulations to get optimal torque ripple reduction. There are three groups of
membership function depicted in Figures 5.2-5.4 corresponding to three input variables.

Fig 5.2 Membership functions distribution for the torque error (input)
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Fig 5.3 Membership functions distribution of the flux position (input)

Fig 5.4 Membership functions distribution for duty ratio (output)
For the purpose of reducing the total rule numbers the fuzzy subset corresponding to the input

θ ' only covers the partial universe (0-П/3) not like that of [19][21][22] which covers the
whole universe. In [19][21][22] there are 180 rules altogether, which is too much to be
incorporated into Fuzzy Logic Toolbox and is difficult to implement with hardware as well.
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Based on the symmetry of impressed PWM voltage vector and flux angle in d-q coordinate,
we define a mapping to convert the 8' in the range of (0-2.П) into a sector with range of 0-

π /3 [20].

⎡ ' π⎤
θ + ⎥
π⎢
'
6
θ =θ − ⎢
⎥
3⎢ π ⎥
⎣ 3 ⎦
Where θ ' , the original angle of the stator is is is flux sector and θ is the actual angle that goes
into fuzzy logic controller.
The emphasis in the fuzzy rule is to reduce the torque ripple. Generally
the duty ratio is proportional to the torque error, since the torque rate of change is
proportional to the angle between the stator flux and the applied voltage vector, the duty ratio
depends also on the flux position within each sector. The use of two fuzzy sets is due to the
fact that when the stator flux is greater than its reference value a voltage vector that advance
the stator flux vector by two sectors is applied which result in a higher rate of change for the
torque compared to the application of a voltage vector that advance the stator flux vector by
one sector when the stator flux linkage is less than its reference value.
The duty ratio is selected proportional to the magnitude of the torque
error so if the torque error is small, medium or large then the duty ratio is small, medium or
large respectively. The fuzzy rules are then adjusted and tuned to reflect the effects of the
flux error and position. If the torque error is medium and the stator flux lies in sector k with a
magnitude greater than its reference value (negative flux error) then the voltage vector Vk+2 is
selected. If the flux position is small that means there is a large angle between the flux and
the selected voltage vector that makes the selected vector more effective in increasing the
toque so the duty ratio is set as small rather than medium, the fuzzy rule is stated a
If (torque error is medium) and (flux position is small) then (duty ratio is small)
If (torque error is large) and (flux position is small) then (duty ratio is medium)
Using the above reasoning and simulation to find the fuzzy rules, the two sets of fuzzy rules
are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Torque error dT=±1

flux
Negative
dλ=0

Positive
dλ=1

Small

Medium

Large

Small

Small

Small

Medium

Medium

Small

Medium

Large

Large

Small

Medium

Large

Small

Small

Medium

Large

Medium

Small

Medium

Large

Large

Medium

Large

Large

Fluxangle

Table 5.1Rules for the duty ratio fuzzy controller
®

MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox was used in the implementation of the
duty ratio fuzzy controller. The Graphic User Interface (GUI) included in the toolbox was
used to edit the membership functions for the inputs (the torque error and the flux position),
the output (the duty ratio) as shown in Fig. 4.2-4 and the two sets of fuzzy rules summarized
in Table 4.1. A Mamdani type fuzzy inference engine (as described in Chapter IV) was used
in the simulation. The membership functions and the fuzzy rules were adjusted using the
simulation until an optimal torque ripple reduction was achieved. Fig. 4.8 shows the general
view of the fuzzy controller when the stator flux is greater than its reference value.

Fig 5.5 general view of duty ratio fuzzy controller
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5.4 INTERIM CONCLUSIONS:
To examine the performance of the duty ratio controller the simulation was run at
switching frequency 5 kHz. The difference between the conventional DTC and DTC with the
duty ratio fuzzy control is clearly realized by examining the switching behavior of the stator
voltage and the electric torque. Figure 5.6 contains voltage and torque switching in
conventional DTC, where the drive output is updated at a rate of 5 kHz. The dotted vertical
lines mark the beginnings of the sampling periods. It can be seen that the selected voltage
vector is applied for the complete sampling period and the torque keeps increasing for the
complete period; then a zero voltage is applied and the torque keeps decreasing for the
complete sampling period and this results in high torque ripple.

Fig 5.6 Voltage and torque switching in conventional DTC
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In the DTC with the duty ratio fuzzy control as shown in Fig. 5.7,
contains voltage and torque switching, where the drive output is updated at a rate of 5 kHz.
The selected voltage vector is applied for part of the sampling period and removed for the rest
of the period. As a result, the electric torque increases for part of the sampling period and
then starts to decrease, this results in less torque ripple. By adjustment of the duty ratio, the
desired average torque may be continuously maintained. The duty ratio controller smoothly
adjusts the average stator voltage. There is no need to make coarse corrections by the use of
multiple switching periods with a nonzero voltage vector or a whole switching period with a
zero voltage vector as in the conventional DTC.

Fig 5.7 Voltage and torque switching in DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
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Chapter 6

SIMULATION RESULTS

SIMULATION RESULTS
A MATLAB programme is developed to study the performance of the
conventional DTC and DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller for 4 pole Induction Motor
torque control, and also a SIMULINK model is developed and simulated for the same and
verified. Constant torque and flux commands of 1.5 Nm and 0.16Wb were used. The
simulation was run at switching frequency of 5 kHz with a 110-V DC bus voltage. The
parameters for the induction motor are
Rs

Rr

Lr

Ls

Lm

1.7Ω

4.3 Ω

0.084H

0.084H

0.082H

Table 6.1 Parameters of three phase induction motor
The induction motor was simulated using a state space model which is developed in chapter
II. The SIMULINK model for DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller is as shown in figure 6.1

Fig 6.1 SIMULINK model for DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
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Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 shows the torque response of the motor using conventional DTC and
DTC with the duty ratio fuzzy control respectively for a step torque command of 1.5 Nm with
the drive output updated at a rate of 5 kHz. The torque ripple is 0.6 Nm (approximately 1.81.2 Nm maximum and minimum values respectively) with the conventional DTC while with
DTC with the duty ratio fuzzy control the ripple is reduced to 0.32 Nm (approximately 1.621.38 Nm maximum and minimum values respectively, neglecting the undershoot in the
torque value at the beginning of each voltage sector)

Fig 6.2 Electric torque of induction motor using conventional DTC

Fig 6.3 Electric torque of induction motor using DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
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The waveforms of stator current for both conventional DTC and DTC with fuzzy duty ratio
controller are shown in figures

a) Using conventional DTC

b) Using DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
Fig 6.4 Induction motor stator current waveforms
Fig 6.5 shows the stator flux vector locus of the motor using conventional DTC and DTC
with the duty ratio fuzzy control, respectively with the controller output updated at a rate of 5
kHz. The duty ratio fuzzy control reduces the stator flux ripple,
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a) using conventional DTC

b) Using DTC with duty ratio fuzzy controller
Fig 6.5 stator and rotor flux phasor locus of induction motor
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work
Conclusions
Future Work

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 CONCLUSIONS:
7.1.1 - Direct Torque Control.
Direct Torque Control is supposed to be one of the best controllers for
driving any induction motor. Its main principles have been introduced and deeply explained.
It is also demonstrated in this thesis that the method of DTC also allows the independent and
decoupled control of motor torque and motor stator flux.
®

A SIMULINK/MATALB

model has been fully developed. From the

results it is apparent that DTC strategy is simpler to implement than the flux vector control
method because voltage modulators and co-ordinate transformations are not required.
Although, it introduces some disadvantages, being the torque ripple one of the worst.

7.1.2 Direct torque control with duty ratio fuzzy controller:
After all the simulation work on conventional DTC done, this thesis is
focused on introducing a modulation in the DTC. A Fuzzy Logic Controller is in charge of
controlling this modulation between the selected active state and a null one. Therefore, it has
been suggested and deeply described the Fuzzy Logic Controller, which together with the
DTC will create the Fuzzy Logic DTC.
Finally, the theoretical claim that duty ratio control can reduce torque ripple in
DTC induction motor drives was verified by simulation and experiment. The use of fuzzy
logic control gave satisfactory results and reduces the computation burden by avoiding
unnecessary complex mathematical modeling of the nonlinear systems. By using duty ratio
control a specific motor performance can be achieved at a lower switching frequency
compared to the conventional DTC, which in turn increases the efficiency of the drive by
reducing losses due to currents and flux harmonics.

7.2 Future work:
All future work is summarized schematically in the following ideas:
•

Developments of new fuzzy controllers to achieve better performance. This new fuzzy
controller should, at least, take into account the following ideas:
1. Develop a completely auto adaptive controller.
2. The controller must be adaptive to any motor.
3. Try to overcome the electrical noises, which appear in any power drive.
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•

Study the torque ripple reduction not only with fuzzy duty ratio controllers but also
with multilevel converters..

•

Sensor less Fuzzy logic DTC implementation, just sensing two currents and the DC
voltage and by means of either Kalman filter techniques or observers.

•

Study and apply different Fuzzy logic DTCs, not only to induction motors as it has
been done in the present thesis, but also to any electrical motor.
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